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Letters to the Editor

Dear Assfaces,

Your description of Cthuhlu as depicted in your last issue just confirms how
you’re just glomming onto things as they become trendy. Any serious reading
of the Cthuhlu mythos would have made it obvious that no one could
“interview” a Great Old One; their minds would explode from sheer horror
and probably atmospheric pressure, too. Nice attempt to be cool to the sci-fi
community, posers!

Sincerely,
Someone who knows more about Lovecraft than you

Hi Someone,

We’re frankly impressed, given the amount of Cheetos powder on this missive,
that you managed to send it rather than eat it. But there are a number of things
we feel you have not considered:

• The “Cthuhlu Mythos” was the work not just of Lovecraft, but a whole
swarm of late 19th and early 20th-Century writers, including Robert
Howard of Conan the Barbarian fame. Thus, it’s a literary universe that
many author’s hands have touched and shaped to their purposes. Which
means may be used by anyone who cares to add to it, even if they happen
not to be a socially-dysfunctional WASP nebbish who spent his free time
disappointing his wife and babbling about the Mud People.

• It was a Joke, you dweeb. Learn to pick up on jokes before you make
another pathetic attempt to find people who will be impressed by All The
Things You Know. The number will always be less than you think.

Dear Sirs,

Zombies. Fairies. Vampires. Sea Monsters. Dragons. Is there any hope for an
element of originality in this refuse?

F. Snodgrass

Dear F.,

Oh, we’re sorry. Did we publish fiction that made new attempts at established
tropes, thereby utilizing the universal human dread at the unknown and
mortality to re-examine their meaning in the current era? Our bad. Perhaps you’d
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prefer if we created lists of things other people were doing and then acted all
smug about it. I believe Buzzfeed is hiring.

Since you’re such an expert on originality, perhaps you’d like to point out how
you’ve contributed to the literary world. I’m sure it would just blow our feeble
little minds.

Dear UJ,

Why no commentary on politics? Are you unaware your social and cultural
responsibility to express the consequences of the stark choice facing our
nation in this, the most important election of our lifetimes?

L. Amo

Dear L.,

Do we actually have to answer this? Have you read this far and expected that
dilettantes like us would touch that circus with a ten-foot taser? Come on.
Anyone who relies upon an indie literary journal to choose between Nixon in a
Pantsuit and the Great Orange Hope should be denied the suffrage. Politics is
just Fashion for Ugly People, anyway.
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From the Editor

Well, well, well: our sixth issue. The last issue of our first year. I suppose I should
write something like, 'what a long strange trip it's been', or 'our ascent is all but
assured now'. But neither of those statements would be true or genuine.

The truth is the experience of working on and for this magazine has been exactly
what I expected. No act of depravity or insanity by our staff has phased me thus
far. Neither have I been surprised by the bar tabs our staff have collectively racked
up during our tenure at this esteemed publication. But perhaps the least surprising
element of this rag has been the talent. We've got the writerly chops to go with our
writerly baggage here, at Unnamed Journal. I knew what kind of barrel I was
climbing into and with what kind of monkeys. Hell, I knew the whole time it was
going to go over Niagara Falls. My regrets are minimal, despite the preceding
analogy. That said, next time, monkey diapers all around. No exceptions.

As for our ascent being assured? Few things in life are ever assured. Success, like
faith, love, or power, must be perpetually cultivated and nurtured so it can grow.
We have fertile ground and good seeds at UJ. With more readers our publication
will bear the sweet fruits of success.

Alright, I'll dispense with the metaphors.

This issue, we start things off with Andrew Patrick's second chapter of his space
thriller Void, wherein the tension rises and the plot thickens. Our interstitial piece
this month is A Puritanical Screed by our publisher Thomas Fitz titled, Anyone
Who Gave a Damn About the Recent Ghostbusters Remake is Retarded. Last, we have a
return to the fantasy genre byAlfred Underhill, whom tells the tale of a young jinn
living in present day Beirut playing a prank on Daesh.

Soonwewill publish an omnibus edition of our prior six issues.Wewill add bonus
content to the collected volume to make it worth the price of admission for our
loyal readers. Hopefully some new readers will pick it up too.

Now to go purchase some monkey diapers...

Alfred Underhill
Editor-in-Chief
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V o I D
ChapterTwo

By Andrew Patrick

No sooner were they safely in warp, the universe pulverized to streams of
glowing emergent possibility around them, than Lang heard Kronz on the
intercom talking to Hunstail in Engineering. "You owe me fifty. I told you

we'd make it."

Normally Lang thought it bad form to eavesdrop on the fraternal bets on every
possible phenomenon that occurred on a mission. After all, such might give you
too much of an edge in betting against someone: what they liked to bet on, how
much they liked to wager. Knowing too much about someone was a surefire way
to lose the enjoyment of beating them. The point of betting was to win, but also to
prolong the distraction as long as possible.

Yet somehow Lang could not lose himself in navigation, turn off that part of his
mind. Some intuition in his neural pattern was flaring at him that something was
wrong. Something in the pre-conscious, something that defied explanation or even
expression. This would have to be cleared out, via the hypnotherapy program he
occasionally employed when things got wiggy. The thought was comforting, he
could feel himself relaxing even at the thought of it. Which was a programmed
response, which was itself a comforting thought. A positive feedback loop.

The conversation, or half of it, between Kronz and Hunstail would not fade away,
however. They had become quite animated, even hostile, as regards Hunstail's
apparent unwillingness to pay the bet. But Lang heard the undertone of friendship
in their bickering. Krona and Hunstail were old crew-mates, a package deal. They
looked out for each other and grumped at each other simultaneously.

"Fine, fine," said Kronz at last, and switched off the intercom. "Skipper, we should
be clear of that burst by now."

"I think so, too," said Lang. "Let's dump back in, check the prize and then sketch
the jump to Central."

"Aye," said Kronz, and with the tap of a few buttons, reality lurched back at
the Pricey Vulture. Everyone aboard was, or should have been, veteran enough to
allow their minds to freak out as the event horizon became real enough to kill
them. That was something the human brain simply did not get used to. It was not
merely foreign, it should not be. But you took a deep breath, repeated the Litany,
and it was over, and there you were, in a point in space on a chart, with the laws
of thermodynamics again applicable. Lang supposed it was something like being
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Void,ChapterTwo

born.

When they were both again sane, Kronz said "You want me to check the prize,
Skipper?"

Lang swallowed. Tradition gave him the responsibility of examining the prize, so
as to come to Central with a Book Value Estimate. But the circumstances of the
departure also gave him the responsibility of debriefing the shuttle pilot. Lang had
been looking for just such a pretext to make a move on Alera Zool. Kronz was only
being a gentleman in recognizing the Captain's preference in such matters.

"No," Lang heard himself saying, "I'll check it. You debrief Zool."
For a long moment Kronz did not reply, as though he was trying to decide if he
should question Lang's call or make clear the significance thereof. But he simply
said "Ok."

Lang nodded and turned to leave the bridge. After a few steps he turned back,
faced Kronz. "What would you have done if we died?"

"What?"

"How would you have paid Hunstail? If we died?"

Kronz looked at him like he had lost his marbles. "Credit transfer to heirs."

"So you pre-arranged it?"

"Duh."

"You pre-arranged payment from your share trust to next-of-kin to pay a bet?"

Kronz now looked at Lang as if there was something he himself was missing.
"Yeah. Why, did they change the rules or..."

"Because you don't want to welsh on a bet after you're dead."

Kronz snorted. "Especially not then."

Lang thought this logic through, then nodding again, to himself this time, turned
again to leave.

"You okay, Skipper?" said Kronz to his back.

"Probably."
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* * *
Lang rode across the electronic wave that held the prize to the Vulture and
breathed and repeated the Spaceman's Litany:

I am here.
I belong here.

Everything is in space.
Everything is space.

I am space.

Every star shipper learned that somewhere along the way. It arose not out of any
specific training (although some modules did mention it), but out of early self-
hypnotic techniques for dealing with the Void. A young mid would hear a vet
running through it, and ask, and when the time was right, he'd hear it coming out
of him without any conscious attempt to memorize it. Like the gambling, the
literature, and the sex, it was just part of what made you a spacer.

Upon first glance, the prize looked good. The damage was confined to a portion of
the lower hull. It looked like a glancing hit from a buzzdroid beeper - the strange
sonic weapons that the enemy used. You could hear them on hailing frequencies
during a battle. They sounded like angry wind chimes. A direct hit would cut an
attack ship in half, and leave those halves burning in the cold. But this one hadn't
been hit full, just enough to knock it out of the battle.

If the structure was mostly intact, that would pay for the trip. If the structure and
the drone command system held up to inspection at Central Command on
Proxima, it might pay for two more missions, with bonus pay for the crew. Lang
permitted himself to get excited at the thought. This was what a man thrust
himself into the maw of space for. You could get wealthy, and retire with time
enough for a real life, and if you didn't, you could pass your wealth to whomever
you chose. Lang thought he might have great-grandnephews back on Earth. It was
hard to track the generations. He had long ago given up on tracking how many
years had passed on Earth since he left. He'd never gone back. You couldn't go
back.

Lang found himself repeated the Litany as he broke the magnetic seal that led to
the interior of the attack ship.

There was a short, narrow tunnel that led down to the bridge of the attack ship.
Attack ships did not operate manned, but they did have a small room where
Union techs and junkers like himself could run diagnostics and assess operational
status. Lang crawled down the tunnel with the lights of his helmet trained down,
down, down. Focus was how you figured out where you were going, how you
kept reaching in zero-g for the right vector.
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He saw the floor open out in front of him and thrust himself into the room. He
gently turned in his velocity and checked his six (and twelve, and nine, and three,
and every other number) for collateral flotsam. Even a glancing blow from a
beeper could turn the whole damn bridge into a rattling box of smashed, smashing
hardware. But this one seemed to have come through unshaken. Only the walls of
dead wires met his light.

He swam forward in the empty gravity. Technically, this wasn't true -
the Vulture and whatever star they were closest to affected an infinitesimal pull on
him and the dead cruiser. If he closed his eyes and did nothing, eventually he
would feel his body floating according to these forces. But he could ignore them
otherwise. He could float merrily in any direction he wanted, if he wanted. But he
never did. Weightlessness, like warp travel, always felt wrong.

He reached the foremost wall and recognized the setup. This was model of
mechacruiser he was familiar with, and had junked several times before. The TBT-
112. Fast, fully loaded, able to run a thousand weapons with deadly accuracy
simultaneously. This hunk had blown up some buzzdroids before it got hit. Or not.
It didn't matter, really. What mattered was that the diagnostic port should still be
working, on a tiny closed-circuit battery system that could survive for years after
the main systems were shot to hell.

Lang plugged in his thumb d-reader and saw it immediately light up. That was a
good sign. He hung in the air for a fewmoments while it booted up, gathered data,
and presented. He allowed himself to just be, or be becoming, or something, but
the mild vertigo he usually experienced did not seem to care for his allowing. He
at least managed not to let the tension peak while he waited in the dark for the
diagnostic to complete. Finally the light went from yellow to green. Done. Good.
He went out of the tunnel faster then he went in.

* * *

Once out of the prize, he decided to stop by Vulture One to give it a look-over.
Nothing on either the launch or the Vulture's catalogs indicated that anything had
been damaged, but since he'd bought his Captain's share, he liked to look things
over himself, with his own eyes. Whether this was a small act of reassurance or an
attempt to outthink the computers was a question he never bothered answering.
It probably wasn't an either/or situation, really.

"Conn, Skipper."

"Conn, aye." said Kronz' voice.

"Conn, prize looks good. I managed to get a d-reader full of data."

Void,ChapterTwo
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"Sounds good, Skipper."

"How's Zool?"

"She's fine. No adverse reactions."

"Good. I'm gonna take a look at Vulture One. I won't take me more than thirty
standard. Okay?"

"Okay, Skipper. Conn out." He shut off the com-link and fired the pulsers on his
suit. He floated through the short distance from the prize to the launch, with no
means to mark his progress but the size of Vulture One. He came in a short
distance from the rear airlock and activated the magnetic clamps on the bottom of
his boots. Righting himself, he clamped over to the airlock and tripped the
mechanical outer door with the red handle. A quick entrance of a 5-digit code on
thick clacking keys and the door closed with an echo.Air hissed in and lights came
humming on.

He walked out of the airlock as if he was expecting something to be wrong, but
nothing was. The ship was clean. The indicators were flashing normally in all their
measurements. Everything was just as fine as he could have rationally expected it
to be. He took his helmet off. Something smelled.

He noticed it as soon as he entered. At first he couldn't be sure it wasn't him.
Sometimes the human body, encased in radiation-proof polymers and skin-tight
pressure gauze, let off a warm reek, as if the tissues themselves were rebelling
against the inorganic materials that encased them. But this wasn't that olfactory
cocktail of skin and salt. This was metallic, and it set off warning signals deep in
Lang's brain.

At first he stood still to make sure he was really smelling it. It didn't go away, so
he was. Then he sniffed, gently at first, then with great heaping snuffs, to try to
track where it was coming from. Funny, he thought,we've got all sorts of instruments
to optimize our sensory input, but no computer has ever replicated the nose. I wonder why.
He found himself looking at a vent panel under the pilot's console. The smell was
very thick there. It was tangily metallic. Lang stood up and looked at the glass
panel where the tool kit should have been. But it was open, and the kit removed.
How had he not noticed that before? He crouched down again and looked at the
panel. He jimmied it slightly with his hands, and it popped off. The seal had been
broken.

Inside he found the tool kit, closed, with a very light sheen of white dust on it. This
was strange. Normally fine particulates were filtered out by the life support
systems. This dust shouldn't be there. And neither should the tool kit. The tangy
metallic smell was very strong. Frowning, he opened the kit.

Void,ChapterTwo
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The tools were there, also lightly coated with dust. He lifted one of the hard plastic
pliers to his nose. The smell made him sneeze, loudly and uncontrollably, four
times. When he recovered, he saw a white plastic nodule nestled underneath the
driver. He pulled it out and looked at it. It was Alera's Union-issued ID node. All
spacers had one injected somewhere, usually in the back of the shoulder, when
they signed up.

It was covered in blood, and the blood smelled the same as the dust.

"Conn, Skipper" he said.

No answer came.

"Conn, Skipper."

This second time he said it, he thought he saw some of the dust pop, as if jumping
in the air by a sudden gust of wind. He blinked several times to see if his eyes
deceived him. He didn't see it again. He was seeing things.

"Conn, Skipper!"

This time the dust moved. All of it. It popped off the tools, the toolkit, and the
inside of the vent and it flowed as if on some invisible river, like an electric jolt, out
of the command center and into the corridor.

"Conn, aye," said a voice that was not Kronz's.

"Where's Kronz?" said Lang.

"He stepped out," said the voice. "What do you need, Cap?" It was Alera's voice.
Wasn't it?

"Everything all right over there?" said Lang.

"Sure, Skipper," said the cheerful voice, "We're all fine here."

To Be Continued…

Void,ChapterTwo
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Anyone who Gave a Damn
About the Ghostbusters

Remake is Retarded
A Puritanical Screed byThomas Fitz

That’s right. Get offended that I used the new forbidden word, you worm.
Claim your place on the euphemism treadmill and wave at us while you run
in place for the good of all.

At this writing, the nth reboot of a reasonably popular 80’s film franchise has either
triumphantly made its backers a profit in spite of all the naysayers, or it has sunk
into Heaven’s Gate-like floppery that will cause a handful of executives at Sony to
commit seppuku after composing a haiku out of the last three sentences of the
Yukio Mishima novel of their choice. Or, you know, it made somemoney domestic
andwill bring in enough cash from international and RedBox so that everyonewill
declare victory and then pretend it never happened. If you Google hard enough,
you can prove whatever outcome you prefer.

For my part, I don’t know and don’t want to. The existence of the Ghostbusters
remake has been a drain upon my soul, and not because I’m shocked that
Hollywood sunk so low. Given the speed with which they’ve plundered the
pyramids they just built, I’m surprised it took them this long. There was a Jem and
the Hologramsmovie before there was a Ghostbusters remake. Just let that sink in.

And to be clear, I haven’t seen it. Because who the hell goes to see a Ghostbusters
remake in the theater? I save my theater appearances for stuff that you need to see
in a theater, like Star Wars orWolfcop. It’s fifteen buck a throw, plus a home equity
loan for popcorn. I wouldn’t do that for the original Ghostbusters. I’ll watch it on
Netflix, some three or four months after I put it on my List.

And I’ll watch it with no expectations. The trailer that was apparently the worst
thing since smallpox to a sizable portion of the YouTube commenter community (a
wise and considered Algonquin Round Table of thinkers, if ever there was one)
bothered me not a bit. I did wonder how they managed to bring Stepin Fetchit
back from the grave and convince him to put a wig on, but I’m racist (people
whose opinion I respect have said that the black character is the most fully realized
one among them, which, given how frequently trailers deceive us, is entirely
plausible). The rest of it looked fine, if kind of Bridesmaids-with-Ectoplasm-ish.
And since I thought Bridesmaids was as boring as The Hangover was obvious the
first time I watched it, I’ll probably shrug my shoulders in perfect meh-dom
afterwards. My snobbery does not bow easily.

What puzzles me is the need to have this forgettable turd either triumph or fail so
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AnyoneWho Gave a Damn About the Ghostbusters Remake
is Retarded

hard it leaves a Melissa-McCarthy-size divot in the earth (is that a fat joke? Yes, it’s
a fat joke. Fat jokes are funny to people who aren’t fat). It was never going to do
either. How do I know this? Because it’s a Ghostbusters remake. There was never
not going to be a built-in audience for this, and it was never going to be as well-
liked as the original. Because the original is the original, and remakes do not
surpass the original. Ever. Even Peter Jackson couldn’t manage to out-do the 1977
Rankin-Bass version of The Hobbit.

So every Tumblrina who thought it was meaningful to give us a gender-swapped
Ghostbusters is dumber than a sack of dildos, because women in drag is never as
funny asmen in drag, andmen in drag is nowhere near as funny as people pretend
that it is. Lady Ghostbusters was destined to end up with a short-shelf-life mixture
of slime and post-millenial friendship awkwardness, which will be funny to a
segment of the middle-class population but dull to everyone else, especially as
they compare it to an original film that had no thought to do anything but balance
snark and F/X for ninety minutes.

And every red-piller who defended Ghostbusters like it was Carthage against the
Vandal hordes of SJW’s needs a goddamn hobby. When the hell did Ghostbusters
become a sacred text of geekdom? Is it because Egon and Stanz are the flip sides of
the ur-nerd persona, the distillations of those who collect spores, molds, and
fungus vis-a-vis those who won’t shut up about vast undersea unexplained
sponge migrations? Do you really see yourselves in those motherfuckers? Well,
unless you’ve built an unlicensed nuclear accelerator, threatened to sue the EPA
for wrongful prosecution, or recently told the Mayor that you have seen shit that
would turn him white, you aren’t them and aren’t going to be. Let the shitty
remake inflate demand for a new Blu-Ray of the original (with a bonus edition of
the shitty sequel for a dollar more, if you insist), and call the Stalinistas out on
something important, like how they lost their minds when Sansa Stark got
wedding-night-raped off-camera on Game of Thrones, but somehow still think Khal
Drogo is dreamy.

You can neither elevate nor defend a culture that is determined to wrap itself
around ephemera, to treat inconsequential entertainment as though it was art
gratia artis. AGhostbusters remake with two black lesbians, one of theDuck Dynasty
guys cross-bred with a hyperintelligent shade of the color blue, and an
extraterrestrial life specimen from Mars is still a goddamn Ghostbusters remake. It
should never have been made in the first place, and we’re all secretly planning on
forgetting that it ever was. So let’s accelerate that process. If the franchise survived
that awful 80’s cartoon (based on the awful 70’s kid show), it can survive this.UJ
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The Jinn and The Daesh
By Alfred Underhill

“Ziad? Come, it’s time to eat!” Ziad rolled his eyes. He was sure his
grandmother’s voice could carry across the ocean.

“N’am,” he said, “I’m coming, grandmother.” He sighed and closed his book; he
sat up on his bed. His little brother, Kareem was lying on the floor, drawing.
Kareem lay on his belly intently working on a half-formed sketch of what
appeared to be a peacock.

“Come on, dumbass, let’s go eat,” Ziad said to his younger brother. Kareem kept
drawing.

“You know,” said the younger brother without looking up, “you shouldn’t call
me a dumbass. You could hurt my still developing self-esteem. Mom and dad
would be upset, grandma too, if I started lagging behind in my studies because
you called me a dumbass.”

"Is that so, dumbass? I didn't even know you studied. What about Serine? Would
she be upset too?"

"Sisters don't count," the younger brother said looking up with a smile, "so who
cares what she thinks?" Both boys chuckled. Ziad shook his head and stepped
toward the door.

“They’re going to call you something worse if you’re late for dinner, dumbass.
You can take your chances on your own. I’m going to dinner.” Ziad walked out
of the room and toward the smells of dinner. Down the hall, past the kitchen, to
the next doorway on the right that led to the dinning room and living room.

The table was already set, piled high with enough food to feed scores more than
their family of six. Grandmother was already seated with his mother, father, and
little sister Serine. He took a seat across from his grandmother.

Serine shot him a dirty look. He mouthed a "what?" to his younger sister, which
she responded to with an eye roll that said she had heard their brother's joke
about sisters not counting. Though Serine was the youngest member of the
family, no one could deny that she had the best hearing out of all of them.

Kareem walked silently into the room. He took a seat across from Serine, who
promptly kicked him hard beneath the table.

"Ow! Tozz Feek! Why did you kick me?"
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"Ya Kalb! You know why."

"Children, what is the meaning of this? Why do you spoil our meal with violence
and curses towards one another? Screw you? You're a dog? Why do you say
these things?" Their father's voice was stern.

"Kareem said that 'sisters don't count'", Serine whined, "and Ziad laughed! I
heard them." She turned to cast an accusatory gaze upon her eldest brother. Their
father glanced at Ziad with disappointment, before turning his attention to
Kareem who was intently rubbing his shin where his sister had kicked him.

"Kareem, is this true? Did you say that your sister doesn't count?"

Kareem sighed. "Yes, father. I was just trying to make a joke with Ziad, so he
would stop calling me a dumbass." He continued rubbing his shin.

"Well, it looks like you have learned your lesson, Kareem. Your shin tells you as
much. But Serine, what have I said about violence in response to insults?"

"It's an escalation not a resolution," Serine said rotely with resignation. Her
disposition turned contrite when she met her father's scowl.

"And you, Ziad," he said shifting his gaze to the eldest, "why do you call your
brother a dumbass?"

"I didn't mean anything by it. Just an older brother's prerogative. This is how
human children behave that are the ages we appear, father. I thought you said
you wanted us to practice acting more like our appearances so it's easier for us to
blend in amongst the humans." Ziad looked soulfully at his empty platter.

"Hmm, yes, but perhaps you're doing too good of a job. I only want you three
practicing for camouflage. I don't want you to disrespect each other as human
children do. Is that clear?" He looked at all three siblings, who responded in
unison with a N'am. "Good. Let us share a meal in peace."

With that, each of the six family members unfastened a silver bracelet from
around their left wrists and placed them on the table. Immediately each grew in
size; their faces elongated slightly and their flesh became insubstantial as it
turned green, blue, or yellow. The male family members had a single long braid
of hair that started at the top of their heads; the female family members had long
tresses of hair that hung behind their shoulders. The transformation also
drastically changed the family's apparent ages; the younger family members
were slightly smaller than their elders, yet each appeared to have reached the age
of majority by human standards. Conversely, the elders looked younger and
more vibrant than their human forms. Having reverted to their natural forms, the
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family of jinn began methodically devouring the feast before them until every
last morsel was picked clean.

* * *

After dinner, the family in their natural states, moved to the living room to chat
and share hookah. There was some debate about what flavor of tobacco they
would enjoy, before they settled on a fruity, ambrosial mixture favored by the
matriarch.

"Honestly, Abir. Must we always smoke shisha that bears your name? Your
essence?"

"I find it revitalizing, Majed. Grant an old jinn her succor, eh? I recall you were
quite fond of it when you began courting my daughter." Abir winked at her son-
in-law. Her daughter, Alitta, giggled gently at her husband. Majed sighed.

"So be it," he said. "But next time we'll have the mint shisha that I like." Majed
packed the sweet smelling tobacco into the top of the hookah, then heated the
bowl with a thought and grabbed a hose. The rest of the family held a hose at the
ready. It was common knowledge amongst their tribe that jinns loved to smoke.

The family puffed in ecstasy, enjoying a few silent moments together, as was
custom. Each taking a moment to collect their thoughts before the after dinner
conversation would begin. There wasn't a set time or a specific queue that
signaled when to begin speaking; it just happened when the moment seemed
right. This evening it was Alitta who spoke first.

"I see that television has caught up to these Daesh villains. I wonder who will
join them and who will reject them? Surely the faithful recognize how they have
perverted the teachings of the Quran?"

"Too many are eager to join them, which troubles me," Majed said, exhaling a
long plume of smoke. "And they wish to establish a Caliphate? In this day and
age?" He scoffed. "It worked well for the Muslims of the past, but this world
moves too quickly for them to live backwards."

"I remember the prophet," said Abir, "he lived an idle life until he heard the voice
of Allah. When he did, he thought at first it was one of us." The family laughed
together dismissively.

"Ha! How could he think it was us?" Exclaimed Kareem. "Too boring, too dry to
be the words of a jinn."

"Now, now my son, show respect," Alitta admonished, "Islam is for humans.
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While we may recognize the truths within the Quran, however dry they may be,
it is not meant for us. Our lives are guided by different forces than theirs. We
practice tolerance and respect for the humans' beliefs, even as they twist and
corrupt them." She looked her younger son in the eye. "They make their own
choices."

"Is that why you and father wish us to practice human behavior when we take on
their likeness? To better practice tolerance for the humans and their religions? I
must say it makes me feel like less of a woman, taking on the shape of that little
girl." Serine said before inhaling deeply from the hookah.

"Our reason is threefold, my daughter. First, the taweez that your grandmother
obtained for us all grant us protection and freedom from humans. Because we
love and cherish you three children, your father, grandmother, and I want you to
be accustomed to freedom without ever having to fear imprisonment by human
masters. We never want you to experience the horror of being trapped in an urn
or lamp. Second, the humans expand across this planet in ever greater numbers.
Though their expansion will reach its height soon, even afterward, there will still
be many humans and only a few jinn. It is better for us to know how to walk
amongst them without them knowing, than for us to hide and have them find us.
Third, each of you still has yet to reach full adulthood. Therefore, when you take
on human form you appear quite young. Once you are fully grown in a few more
decades, you will be able to look like any kind of person; young or old, rich or
poor, man or woman. However you like." Alitta took a long drag when she
finished speaking.

"I think everyone in Daesh should be killed," said Ziad, his face was solemn. "If
they want to be martyrs so bad, why don't they just kill themselves and be done
with it?"

Majed snorted. "You know that their goal isn't just dying, right boy? These
people in Daesh have a very peculiar view of Islam and of the world in general.
For them, being a martyr is dying fighting the infidels to establish a new holy
kingdom, a new promised land. They want a base from which they can attempt
the subjugation of the rest of the world. I think if they could just be satisfied by
killing themselves and each other, then they would have succeeded already and
we wouldn't be having this conversation."

"I know these things, father. I'm not stupid, just frustrated by these idiots. How
many times in human history has a group of people emerged to say, 'we know
the true way, the best way, and everyone better do it our way, or else'?"

"Too many times," Abir interjected, exhaling a plume of smoke that filled the
room. "I've seen it more times than any human, and more than most jinn, and I
remember each. I've learned of the other groups that have done this same thing,
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grandson, and do you know what else I learned? Guess?"

Ziad shook his head. "Grandma, I have no idea. How could I guess what you've
learned when you've lived so long?"

"Using flattery to try to dodge the question, eh? It's not as though we're gambling
on your answer; you wouldn't lose anything on a guess." Abir said laughing. She
waited for her grandson to reply, but he smoked and shrugged and waited for
her to continue."Since you won't guess, I'll tell you: each of those groups thought
that they would succeed. Each had people willing to die for their cause, and each
thought that for enough blood, their cause was assured ascendance. But all of
them were wrong."

"With respect grandma, what about the empires of old? Like the Persians,
Romans, or the British? Hell, what about the Americans today?" Ziad puffed in
rapid succession on his hose.

"Those are empires built by nations for material wealth. Those are different.
These empires you speak of weren't built solely by proselytizing religious zealots
for the purpose of propagating their religion . Empires demand tribute before
faith, grandson."

"Well," Ziad exhaled as he spoke, "I'm sick to death of these Daesh bastards. I
think someone should do something about them."

"Oh, and who do you think ought to do something about them?" Majed's tone
was almost mocking.

"No one in particulate, father. I just think that Daesh is a blight on the world.
Does this planet not have enough problems?" Ziad paused to make eye contact
with both of his parents and grandmother. "Or will you three tell me I'm wrong
about that too?"

"My son," said his mother. "You are both clever and strong. We love you very
much. We simply want you to benefit from our knowledge and our experiences.
We've existed far longer than you, especially your grandmother. You yourself
have only lived fifty-three years. That isn't long at all for a jinn. We are some of
the longest lived creatures on this planet, but it can be a very harsh existence if
you're not careful. Do you understand what I am trying to say?"

"N'am, mother. I understand."

* * *
"Hey, where are you going?"
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"I'm just going for a walk. I might go to the market, or maybe go see a movie."
Ziad said. He idly fiddled with his shirt, straighten his collar in the hallway
mirror. "What are you doing? Going to watch the TV? Read a book?"

"I don't know," Serine said with a sigh, "I think whatever I do needs to be
something novel. I'm bored with soap operas and reality TV. Maybe I'll watch a
nature documentary." She looked at her eldest brother preening. He's going to go
and try to bed a human girl, she thought. Pervert. Then her childlike eyes
brightened. "Maybe I could go with you?"

Ziad shook his head, not turning away from his grooming. "la, 'ayn 'ana dhahib
laysat lilffttayat alssaghirat. I'll say it again: It would be unbecoming for you.
Besides," he said with a smile, "you'd cramp my style, little sister."

"I knew it!" She said, a little too loud, prompting Ziad to shush her. She
continued her indictment, "I knew it! You're going to go pick up human girls and
fuck them, aren't you?" Ziad laughed at her conspiratorial tone.

"And so what if I am, eh? I'm of age. If a young lady likes me, then why not? I
like having sex. I promise them a good time and that is what they receive," he
was matter of fact. He finished straightening up his clothes and then winked at
his sister. "Someday, little sister, I expect you will also enjoy having sex, and
make good on your own promises in the process. I pray I never hear it or hear
about it." Serine huffed and sputtered in incredulity at her older brother. Ziad
laughed his way out the door and down the stairs to the street.

He walked to a bus station about a mile away and caught a ride. After a few
stops he disembarked and walked the rest of the way to cafe on the edge of the
shopping district. Ziad was there to meet someone, but he wasn't looking for
female companionship. He had entertainment of different kind in mind.

Pushing through the door and scanning the room, he was able to spot whom he
came to see. The man stared at his mobile phone, occasionally swiping or typing.
He sipped his coffee as Ziad ordered tea from the counter and chatted with the
cashier. He paid, then made his way over to the man's table and stood there.

He looked up at Ziad with a blank expression. Ziad thought he looked a bit
younger than a man in his early thirties would. He must be well off, Ziad mused.

"Can I help you?"

"I hope so, my friend," Ziad's face turned up in a smile. "I'm looking for a job,
you know? Like, work?"

"Do I look like I'm running a business? I'm just reading my phone and having a
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coffee. I don't know what you want from me, Mr...?"

"Khoury. Ahmed Khoury," Ziad said. He had aliases for when he was off doing
questionable things. Ahmed Khoury was an honor student who liked sports cars,
watching soccer matches, and chasing girls. There was nothing remarkable
about him.

"Mr. Khoury, why are you here?" Ziad found the man's bluntness refreshing. He
feigned discomfort, looking down and shuffling a little before answering.

"I've seen you at the Al Omari mosque on Waygand. Some of the guys there
say..." Ziad paused for dramatic effect, leaning close to the man to whisper, "They
say you're a recruiter for Islamic State."

"Who are these guys that know that claim to know so much about me? You know
what? Never mind, I have no business with you. Go away."

Ziad sat down at the man's table without breaking eye contact. He knew this was
his chance.

"I'm not going anywhere. Not until you tell me what I want to know. You see, I
may be young, but my faith is mature. I believe in IS, in the cause. I want to be
martyr. I want to go to paradise to receive my reward, and I think you can help
me do that."

The man's gaze was harsh, and he stared at Ziad for a dozen heartbeats before it
softened a little. Then he looked around the cafe to see if anyone had overheard
them. When he was satisfied, he pulled out a small note pad an scribbled
something on it.

"I don't know what your deal is kid, but be there in two days at 8 o'clock." He
said, pushing the folded note to Ziad. "Come alone and don't be late. Don't try
anything or tell anyone where you're going, understand?"

"Yes, sir," Ziad made sure his voice quavered a little as he said it. He slipped the
note into his pocket and got up from the table then walked out of the cafe.

***
Two days later, Ziad arrived at the address in the note at 8 o'clock sharp. The
man from the cafe was there, who introduced himself as Taufiq. There was a
second man, named Raafid, whom Ziad later learned was responsible for
running the flat they were meeting in. And then there was Fakih, whom
introduced himself last. He held the most senior rank amongst his jihadi hosts.

Ziad sat through his interview with the recruiters, listening to their propaganda,
saying everything they would want to hear from a 16 year old recruit. Ziad
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wasn't devout, but he knew how to look like he was. His hosts ended their pitch
by urging him to come fight in Syria, but Ziad shook his head.

"No, my friends. I want to be a martyr. If you give me a bomb, I will ensure that
it explodes and then I will receive my reward in paradise." He said.

Ziad's hosts argued with him, and tried again to recruit him to fight. His human
visage was an athletic looking youth, well groomed and dressed. His recruiters
likely wanted him for his prowess and appearance; they probably wanted to use
him in official propaganda. Yet Ziad stubbornly refused their overtures. He only
wanted to martyr himself, he told them. Nothing else would satisfy him.
Exasperated, his hosts asked him why. Why was a young man like him so quick
to end his life?

Ziad looked solemnly at the floor, and told them slowly that his parents had all
been killed. He said that he and his siblings were staying with an aunt and uncle,
and had been for eight months, but it was clear that they were a burden. If he
could be a suicide bomber, he could give his aunt and uncle the payout so that
his brother and sister would be looked after.

The room was silent. His hosts looked grim. Ziad cracked a smile at them.

"I'll make you a deal," he said, "if you give me a bomb, and I detonate it and
survive, you'll pay me again. You'll pay me double. What do you think?" The
room exploded with laughter.

Fakih slapped him on the back, and said, "Sure, kid. If you live through
detonating the vest, I'll pay you double!" He also heard "your story is so sad, but
you're a funny guy!" from Taufiq.

"All right, I'll consider it a deal," Ziad said. "What do we do next?"

"We need you to come with us. We have to council you and teach you. You must
be prepared spiritually before you martyr yourself. We'll feed you and give you a
place to sleep while you're studying," said Fakih.

Ziad nodded, smiling at his hosts.

* * *

Ziad lived with the Jihadis for about a month. Much of that time was spent being
indoctrinated by various individuals. It didn't take him long to figure out the
correct responses to their fundamentalist droning. Ziad even made it look like he
had grown a beard during his time spent with his hosts. Honestly, this should be
harder, he thought.
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It was a Wednesday afternoon when Ziad got the news that he would receive his
suicide vest within a week. He looked solemn and grateful at the news.
Awesome, he thought, this'll show them!

Ziad received his payout the next day. He asked to leave for the day so he could
deposit the money for his siblings and to spend time with them, which he was
granted. In his short time with Daesh, Ziad learned of their proclivity for
surveilling their own. Therefore, looking solemn and conflicted walking down
the street and at the bank was paramount. However, his hosts had no clue about
his true nature, and were thus unaware that their handsome martyr possessed
senses orders of magnitude more sensitive than theirs. Ziad tracked his trackers
with casual amusement. He slipped his tail shortly after leaving the bank. He
entered a fast food restaurant, and went into the bathroom. Once the other
occupants had left, Ziad removed his taweez and reverted to his natural form.
He laughed and stretched his vaporous form, then turned invisible. He left the
building through cracks under the doors and made his way home.

Ziad returned to human form shortly after entering the family apartment. He
reattached his taweez to his wrist and felt familiar claustrophobia of human
flesh. His beard was gone and his clothes were those of a teenaged boy's once
more. He walked into the living room and saw his little brother and sister
watching a documentary about sharks. Kareem casually glanced at him and went
back to watching the TV; Serine just stared at him.

"What, squirt? Why are you staring at me like?"

"Squirt?! I'm 38 years old! Just because I look like I'm 10, wearing this child's
body doesn't mean I'm actually 10. Have some fucking respect, you Jihadi
wannabe!" Serine shouted.

"Shh, keep your voice down, eh? I'm just trying to have some fun with the
fundies. I'm just playing along."

"Whatever," Serine snapped, "I think you're an idiot for trying to tweak those
guys."

Just then their mother walked into the room with a grave look on her face. She
walked right up to Ziad and said, "My son, is it true you've been consorting with
these zealots?" She put her hand on his shoulder. Ziad sighed and looked at the
floor.

"N'am," he said, "But I'm just trying to play a joke on them, mother. I just want to
shake them up a little: you know, terrorize the terrorist by doing the
unexpected?" He made a face that was both reassuring and pleading at the same
time.
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"Is this why you've not been home for a month?" She asked, ignoring both his
platitudes and supplications.

"Yes, mother," he said with a sigh. "For the past month I've been pretending to
prepare myself for martyrdom. I made them agree to pay double if I survive the
suicide bombing, which of course I will. But they don't know that; they think I'm
just some crazy kid. They also don't know that I will us my power to shield the
humans from the bomb blast as well: so that no one dies. I'll scare them and take
their money. Who knows? Maybe they'll get so scared they'll just give up." He
smiled at his mother as he finished his sentence, but she continued to look at him
with sad eyes.

"Oh Ziad, I don't think this is a good idea at all. These humans are the most
dangerous kind: they're believers. They believe that what they do is greater than
themselves, that their cause is greater than anyone or anything. They think they
are doing God's will, and that makes them incredibly dangerous."

"Oh snap! Who's a dumbass now?" Kareem chimed in.

"Shut up, ya khara." Ziad shot back.

"I've heard most of your meetings with them," said Serine. Both brothers and
their mother looked at Serine. She kept watching the shark documentary as she
spoke. "I give you points for your acting: you've really learned how to work that
human suit. But I think those guys will just try to kill you once you come back
whole without having killed anyone. They seem like they take themselves way
too seriously. What will you do, Ziad, when they try to kill you?"

"They'll be too scared to try. Besides, if it comes down to it, I'll just incinerate
them all," he said.

"How can you be so sure?" Allita asked, her voice strained. "Didn't you listen to
what I just said? These men are too dangerous for you to be playing with. What if
you can't incinerate them all? What if they get the upper hand somehow? What if
they find out what you are and trap you?"

"That won't happen," Ziad said, trying not to sound sullen. "I'm going to go now.
I'll see you all again in a few days, once I have succeeded in playing my little
joke." And with that, he removed his taweez and turned into an invisible vapor
that exited the building.

* * *

Invisible, flying above Beirut, Ziad was able to spot Raafid, whom had been
following him prior to his disappearing act. He surmized Raafid 's route would
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continue north east on El Riad, so he searched for a secluded place to turn visible
and resubstantiate himself. He saw some empty space behind a DVD store, so he
set down into it and donned his human disguise.

Just as he was fastening his taweez around his wrist, a door at the back of the
shop opened and a middle-aged man lugging a bag of trash emerged. He paused
when he noticed Ziad, whom casually reached into his pocket, pulled out, a
cigarette then lit it.

"Sorry, man, I was just trying to find a place to have a smoke without my mom
harassing me. I'll get out of your way." Ziad said, as he started walking down the
alley. The man shrugged, then heaved the trash into the dumpster. He went back
inside without giving Ziad a second look.

Ziad walked out of the alley and rounded the corner to his left, then proceeded to
navigate that same block so that he would emerge from a side street about a
block or so ahead of his tail. He smoked his cigarette and grinned as he strolled.
This was too easy, he thought. For a moment, he actually felt pity for the jihadists
he was so intent on pranking. After all, it wasn't their fault that he, a jinn, had
decided to have some fun at their expense by messing with the beliefs they held
so dear. It wasn't their fault that they were slow and stupid and short-lived
compared to his magnificent tribe. But it was their fault that they had chosen to
follow such a narrow and extreme version of an otherwise peaceful religion, he
thought.

He stepped onto the street in front of him, less than a block in front of Raafid.
Ziad didn't look at him, but he could hear Raafid making a phone call. He said, "I
found him again. I don't know. I'll follow." He put his phone away. Ziad smiled
and continue on a route that would take him back to the Daesh safe house where
he'd been staying.

Upstairs and inside, he poured himself a glass of cool water that he sipped as his
hosts quizzed him on where he had been. Ziad's demeanor was cooler than the
glass he held as he smiled a big, knowing smile at the jihadis.

"Guys," he said, "I didn't know you were following me. But I'll tell you, I'm kind
of glad I managed to slip away for a little bit."

"Oh, and why is that?" asked Fakih. He glared at Ziad, anger throbbed visibly in
his forehead.

"Well, there was this girl that I've liked for a long time. I knew she liked me too,
so I..." he winked at the other men in the kitchen. The other two started laughing,
and even Fakih cracked a smile. Ziad continued, "Look, I know that I'm going to
have virgins in paradise, but that doesn't mean I want to die one, eh?" All of his
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hosts were laughing now.

Fakih stopped laughing abruptly and said, "You know, we could've gotten you a
woman if all you wanted was sex. You didn't need to go to this girl. What was
her name by the way?"

"I know, Fakih. I know. But I've known Maha since we were small. I wanted to
have her just once before I die. I'm tying up loose ends, like you said I should."
Ziad said, with an earnest look plastered on his face. Fakih nodded. He was
staring past Ziad, waiting to hear more. "I do feel a little bad. She probably thinks
this afternoon means we're going to be together now, maybe get married. I didn't
tell her that I won't be back or why." Fakih nodded some more. His posture
relaxed.

"You'll give me her information?" Fakih said, staring through Ziad.

"Uh, sure. I'll write it down for you. Just do me a favor, hmm? Don't go calling on
her until after I've martyred myself." Ziad pleaded. He hadn't counted on his
excuse generating so much interest. Perhaps he shouldn't have been surprised.
So this makes the game a little more challenging, he thought.

"Yes, of course, Ziad," Fakih replied with a sniff. Then smiling he said, "We'll
leave your darling Maha alone until after you've completed your mission. You
know, if this afternoon has created some second thoughts for you, that's all right.
As I've told you many times before, we can find someone else to complete the
mission. If you wanted to just fight for us, maybe take Maha as your first wife,
you could do that."

So that's what it is. Still trying to get me to be your Daesh poster boy, complete
with pretty little teenaged bride. For a group that claims to be united by
ideological devotion, they sure seem to question each other's commitments an
awful lot, Ziad thought. He shook his head.

"No, Fakih. I will carry out my mission, and I will martyr myself. I know I've
joked a few times about getting paid double if I survive, but I don't really believe
that. I know this mission is a one way trip, but it is what want. A few moments of
diversion earlier don't change that." Ziad stared through Fakih as if he was trying
to look through the wall behind him. Fakih nodded.

"Then you'll be given what you need. Just let us know where you are going and
who you are with, if you head out again. I want names and addresses for anyone
you see, including you're little girlfriend from earlier today." Fakih handed him
pencil and paper. Ziad took it, and scribbled down a fictitious girl's name and
address. He finished his water, and walked into the living room without saying
another word. He turned on the TV and lit a cigarette. Ziad found the nature
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channel his siblings had been watching earlier, catching the last few minutes of
the shark documentary and the end credits.

* * *

Ziad walked into the shopping mall. The suicide vest was under his jacket, the
detonator switch up his sleeve. He had been instructed to find the most crowded
area possible. If God was willing, they said, he'd find a crowded area where he
could also damage the structure of the building, causing more casualties. He was
pretty tired of Daesh by now. Ziad looked forward to finishing his prank and
giving them a scare.

He knew where the other members of the group were stationed outside. They
would be standing by to see if he went through with it. Daesh also had a handful
of men and women that would step in to complete the mission if he changed his
mind at the last minute. But that wasn't going to happen.

After giving the mall a cursory wander, Ziad settled on the lower level of the
food court. He knew in this space that he could shield every innocent bystander
with his power. Doing so would require a bit of sleight of hand and
maneuvering. He'd need to remove his taweez before he detonated the vest,
being careful to maintain his human appearance until the exact second the bomb
went off. He'd turn invisible during the chaos so it would appear that he was
completely vaporized by the bomb. Ziad was certain he'd have the spare energy
to shield all the humans in this part of the building. Once he was sure everyone
was safely evacuated, he'd be able to leave himself. The only thing left to do after
that was going and getting paid again by the jihadis, making them shit their
pants in the process. Ziad smiled.

Standing next to a support pillar in the busy food court, Ziad removed his
taweez, clenching it in his fist. He had to fight the urge to revert to his natural
state; maintaining his human countenance was harder without the taweez. He
gripped the detonator in his right hand, and opened his jacket to expose the
explosive vest. An elderly couple passing him gasped in horror. Ziad winked at
them, and then shouted "Allahu Akbar!" and detonated the vest.

The explosion was stronger than he expected. He looked around at the
destruction unfolding in slow-motion. People screamed, glass shattered, the
building rumbled. Dust and smoke covered everything, but Ziad could see
through the haze easily. Most of the shoppers were stunned, paralyzed, yet a few
had been heading toward the exit when the bomb went off. These few scrabbled
to their feet and left the building. No one appeared injured. The pillar where
Ziad had stood in human form a few seconds ago shuddered loudly.

Ziad could feel every human he was shielding, so when the first few left the
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building, he diverted that energy to keeping the pillar in the food court from
collapsing. It seemed that a few more people were starting to shake off the shock
of the explosion. Soon these people would make their way to the exits as well.
But there were so many left inside still too overwhelmed or confused to move.
Ziad hoped that more of them would move soon; shielding so many and keeping
the column from collapsing was far more of a strain than he had expected.

After about two minutes, his ears caught the distant sound of emergency services
inbound. They would be there in another two or three minutes. A few more
shoppers had regained their senses and were leaving the building. Some carried
or dragged others with them. Ziad was redirecting as much energy as he could
into holding up the column. He was reasonably sure that by the time the
emergency services showed up he could let it go, but Ziad wanted to know that
no one would be hurt if it collapsed.

Most of the people that had been around him when the bomb went off were
either out of the building or on their way there. Several lay prone, unmoving.
Perhaps they fainted or suffered a heart attack, he thought. Ziad felt a pang of
guilt at the prospect of having accidentally killed an innocent bystander. He
wished they'd just wake up and move so he could let go of the column. No one
else remained on the upper level near it. Anyone still inside on this level was far
enough away that he didn't need to shield them. Still, he had to concentrate
intently to hold up the concrete column that wanted so badly to rumble, rupture,
and fall to pieces.

Three minutes later, firefighters and medics rushed inside shouting. They located
each of the four prone humans, making snap assessments of their condition. A
middle-aged lady woke up while an EMT was shouting at and shaking her. The
elderly couple Ziad had winked at were declared alive, but in need of a stretcher.
The last was a man who didn't respond to shouting or shaking. The medic
opened his eyelid, checked his pulse, and began chest compressions. After a few
moments, the medic called for another stretcher and the man was carried out.

More rescuers came into the building as the others left. Ziad's invisible face wore
a grimace. His desperation to let go of the column was almost unbearable. These
emergency workers would need to move out of the area quickly, but he knew
that they would have to do a methodical search of the area. He could feel himself
slipping.

The column rumbled. Ziad braced it with everything he could muster. The
concrete flaked and emitted dust in protest.

The firefighters and medics noticed the column's precarious condition. They
shouted into their radios and to each other to get clear of the area. In less than a
minute, they were outside the building. Ziad silently thanked the gods of his
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people. He couldn't feel any other humans in the immediate vicinity. He pulled
back his power, and the concrete crumbled in a sudden, deafening crash. Parts of
the upper floor and ceiling came down with it.

Ziad rested there amongst the rumble. He could stay invisible even while
unconscious; this ability had aided his tribe since their earliest days. Tomorrow,
he would finish this little caper then he would go back to his family. But first he'd
rest. Ziad's feelings turned dark with guilt and worry wondering what his family
would think of him now. What would he do if they despised what he had done?
What if they never trusted him again? He tried to dismiss his worries and relax.
Eventually he slept there soundly amongst the rumble. In fact, he slept so
soundly that he let go of his taweez.

* * *

Raafid answered Ziad's knock. The color from his face drained immediately
upon seeing who stood outside the door. There was Ahmed, their young martyr
alive and well. He looked rumpled and worse for wear, but he was whole and
definitely alive. Raafid shouted for Fakih and ushered Ziad inside.

Fakih came around corner and froze when he saw Ziad. He stared at the youth,
dumbfounded. "Ahmed? You're alive? How? What happened?"

Ziad, cracked a half-hearted smile. "I'm alive," he said, "but I don't know how. I
woke up in a hospital bed this morning. The police said I was found inside the
mall by emergency services. They asked me if I saw the bomber, if I knew what
happened. I said I had no idea. All the doctors treated me like just another
victim. Somehow, they didn't know it was me."

"I guess, you're lucky," said Fakih. "At least as lucky as everyone else at that mall
yesterday: a lot of damage was done to that building, but nobody died." He
looked perplexed.

"What?" Ziad feigned surprise, propping himself up with a hand on the wall. "No
one said anything about this to me at the hospital. How? How did this happen?
What does it mean?"

"Ahmed, are you sure you followed all of my instructions?"

"Absolutely! I did everything you told me to do. The last thing I remember before
this morning is pushing the button on the detonator."

Fakih nodded but he still seemed confused and annoyed. He motioned for him
and Raafid to follow him. They went to living room and Fakih turned on the TV.
The bombing was all over the local news, and had received coverage on Al
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Jazeera and CNN. Each news channel commented on how miraculous it was that
no one was killed. Fakih looked at Ziad every time a news anchor commented on
the good fortune that no one was seriously injured. Eventually he turned off the
TV and the three of them sat there in silence.

Ziad hung his head, feigning contrition and frustration. He was actually
reasonably pleased with himself. His primary regret about this whole affair was
having lost his taweez while he was sleeping. Despite being supernaturally good
at finding things, this young jinn could not locate his taweez. It was as though it
had just vanished. Getting out of sight soon was definitely in his best interests.
Holding his human flesh together was trickier without the anchoring power of
the amulet.

"You'll have your payment, Ahmed, as we agreed," said Fakih. Ziad looked at
him with a genuine disbelief; he'd been sure he'd have to force the issue. Fakih
nodded solemnly at him. "I agreed to it, and so you shall have your money. But
perhaps you'll consider fighting for us now?"

"I was really only joking when I said that, Fakih" said Ziad, the incredulity in his
voice sounded natural. "And I am honored that you would have me as a fighter,
after I made such a poor showing as a martyr." He tried to sound grateful, but the
fatigue of holding his human form together was creeping into his voice.

"We'll give you more training and send you to a place you are needed," Fakih
said with a wave of his hand. "But you're tired. Understandable, considering.
Why don't you retire for the night, and we'll get you payment and discuss a new
place for you tomorrow."

"Shukraan lak sayidi, " said Ziad. He got up from the couch and went to the room
he shared with another jihadist. His bedroll was still there and the other man was
nowhere to be seen. Ziad could tell that Raafid and Fakih hadn't moved from the
couch, so he turned invisible and let go of his human seeming. He cast an illusion
of his sleeping human form onto the bedroll, then propped himself up in a corner
to wait for the next day.

* * *

Three days later, Ziad accompanied Taufiq and Fakih to a warehouse on the
outskirts of the city. He hadn't been here before. More Jihadis were there, some of
whom he recognized from his earlier training. The men stared at him as he
shuffled into the warehouse with Fakih and Taufiq.

Inside was brightly lit. Shelves full of crates went up to the ceiling. Ziad could
tell by smell that much of what was in the crates were gun parts and explosives.
He followed Fakih through the warehouse toward a back corner that looked
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cleared. Two men whom Ziad didn't recognize were there waiting for them. A
triangle had been drawn on the floor, and what appeared to be an old fashioned
oil lamp lay in the center of it.

Their purpose dawned on Ziad a bit too late.

One of the men started chanting what sounded like an incantation, while the
other swung a brass censer that billowed a cloyingly sweet smoke. Ziad choked
at the smell, and his head started swimming. He couldn't hold onto his human
form, and so became the creature of smoke and vapor he naturally was. Fakih
and Taufiq let out cries of terror. Ziad tried to fly away but he could only get as
far as the warehouse ceiling. His will was sapped by the chanting and the smell
that emitted from the censer. He felt himself floating downward involuntarily.
Down, toward the center of the triangle, toward the lamp. Ziad floated there for a
time. The man chanting the incantation seemed like he was in a frenzy. Ziad kept
hoping for a break in the cadence, or slip of the tongue, anything that would give
him a second to gather his will and escape. But none came.

As the chanting built to a crescendo, Ziad began spinning counter clockwise
above the spout of the lamp. The rotations became faster and faster. As he picked
up speed, he started to sink downward, down into the lamp. He couldn't fight it.
Ziad twirled and sank into darkness and silence.

* * *

"Hello, jinn," said Fakih "hear my command and do my bidding." He beamed at
Ziad from the ground. Ziad tried to lift his arm to incinerate the fool, but found
he couldn't. In fact, the thought of incinerating Fakih made him feel very ill. He
rebelled against the feeling as hard as he could, but only felt sicker for his
trouble. Instead, his mouth opened and he stiffly said, "Yes, master."

"Excellent, " chortled Fakih "I want you to go and fetch me my weight in gold."
Ziad looked at him blankly. He felt compelled to immediately begin gathering
gold for this idiot. It felt like a great thirst and hunger had descended on him,
and the only way he could slake them was by gathering gold for Fakih. He stiffly
said, "Yes, master," and went screaming out of the building at top speed.

It took him several hours to locate enough gold to match the weight of his captor.
Once he had it all he returned and dumped the gold at Fakih's feet. His voice
creaked as he said, "Your weight in gold."

"Splendid. Although, it did take you longer than I expected. You'll need to be
faster next time." Fakih clearly took great amusement in chiding Ziad. "Now,
jinn, I want you to bring me a hundred virgin girls. I don't care where they come
from, but they must be pretty. Go now!"
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Once more, Ziad took off at top speed. Unquenchable hunger and thirst were his
passengers as were inescapable fear and regret. His own misgivings only
intensified as he plucked young girls from their schools and families, delivering
them in twos and threes to Fakih. With each abduction he thought of his own
family and whether or not he'd ever see them again. He'd been such a fool to try
to play a prank on Daesh!

When all one hundred thoroughly terrified young women had been delivered to
Fakih, Ziad floated there before his smirking master. He glared at Fakih, whom
seemed delighted by the bewildered cries of the girls. More jihadis had showed
up to help corral them for transport. Ziad felt the urge to wretch, but couldn't. All
he could do was stare balefully at Fakih.

Whatever his next request, he would resist it. Even if it meant death. Dying was
better than a life of servitude like this.

"Excellent work, my jinn friend, " cooed Fakih. "But you don't seem to like this
work I have you doing. Well, that's too bad! You'll do as I say, or you will suffer."
He smirked at Ziad, whom could only stare daggers at him.

"And now for my next wish," his captor paused for dramatic effect. "Jinn: I want
you to bring me a nuclear arsenal!" Some of the Jihadi's began shouting and
cheering at Fakih 's request. Ziad could feel the compelling thirst and hunger
creeping up on him immediately.

"N-no," was all Ziad could manage. Fakih laughed at him.

"What's that? No? Oh, I don't think you have a choice. Let me show you." Fakih
held the lamp in his hand. He walked over to one of the shelves and began
banging the lamp against the shelf. Ziad heard a deafening ringing, and felt
shooting pain throughout his entire being. The shock was enough to make him
lose himself. Fakih laughed at him.

"You see? You have to do as I say. Because if you don't." He tapped the lamp
against the shelf again for emphasis.

Ziad looked at his captor in defeat.

"He has to do what you say, but we don't."

Fakih spun around to see Ziad's entire family floating there before them. The
jihadis and the girls started screaming. The warehouse became bedlam.

"I will return the children to their families," said Abir. All one hundred of the
girls vanished.
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"I will return this gold to its rightful owners," said Alitta. She and the gold were
gone in the blink of an eye.

"I will incinerate these hateful fools. Help me sister," said Kareem.

"With pleasure, " Serine said. She snapped her fingers and the doors to the
warehouse shut. The siblings advanced and began incinerating the jihadis with
fire that streamed from their hands. Kareem went outside and caught the few
who managed to escape.

Majed floated before Fakih, malevolence etched on his face. "I will free my son.
Give me that lamp, charlatan, or I will torture you for a thousand years. Death
will not be an escape for you."

Fakih meekly tossed the lamp to Majed. "This will hurt my son, but it is for your
own good," he said, crushing the lamp into fragments in one of his massive
hands. Ziad screamed in agony as every atom of his being felt as though it was
being torn apart. He felt shattered into oblivion. But then the pain was gone as
abruptly as it had started. Ziad's senses returned.

"As for you, zealot. Here is your reward," and with that Majed produced a
massive scimitar out of thin air. He swung it once, separating Fakih's head from
his neck, which fell to the floor with wet smack. His body collapsed a second
later.

Majed looked at Ziad. He extended a closed hand, opening it to reveal Ziad's
taweez.

"No more trying to teach lessons to fundamentalists, " he said. Ziad nodded and
took his taweez from his father. Flames engulfed the warehouse. Munitions
exploded at random intervals. "Let's go home, son."

* * *

The family of jinn sat around the table, a feast of gargantuan proportions lay
upon it. Each of them wore their natural form. It had been a day since Ziad had
been rescued, and the family saw fit to celebrate. Ziad broke the pre-meal silence,
his head bowed.

"Thank you everyone for saving me. You saved me from Daesh and from my
own foolishness. I would still be a slave to those charlatans, and the world might
have suffered as a result of my ignorance. I will not attempt anything so stupid
ever again."

"Now you understand the things we were trying to teach you," said his mother.
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"Now you understand the wickedness of humankind," said his father.

"Now you understand the vital gift of the taweez," said his grandmother.

"Now you understand that sisters do count," said his sister.

"Seriously, man. If Serine hadn't heard what was up, you'd still be stuck in that
lamp," said Kareem. Their parents looked at the younger brother with annoyance
for having broken the cadence of the rebuke. "Uh, sorry. Now you understand
the importance of family," Kareem's voice turned upward slightly so that his
statement sounded like it could be a question. Majed and Alitta sighed.

"Eh, good enough," Abir said, "he gets the point. Don't you, Ziad?"

"Yes, grandmother." He look at his sister. "Thank you, Serine, for looking out for
me and for helping to save me." Serine grinned.

"Good," Abir said, "don't do it again. Let's eat!"

The jinn dug into their meal with gusto. No one paused or spoke until all the
food was devoured and all the wine was gone. Afterward, Kareem fetched the
family hookah so that everyone could enjoy their customary after dinner vice.

Again, Ziad was the first to break the silence. "I still don't quite understand what
happened," said Ziad. "Could you tell me how you came into possession of my
taweez, father?" Majed heated the bowl, and took a long pull from the hose. He
nodded in satisfaction as he exhaled a great plume of smoke.

"It's really quite simple, my son," he said. "Your sister told us about your plans,
having overheard them. When you came here before you went to go martyr
yourself, I followed you from a distance. I kept myself hidden so you couldn't
notice. I saw you set off the bomb, shield the humans, and keep that section of
the building from collapsing with anyone inside. And I saw you collapse
exhausted on top of a pile of rubble. It was then that you dropped your taweez,
so I picked it up for safe keeping." Majed drew from the hose.

"But if you'd just left it, then I wouldn't have been trapped in that lamp," Ziad
said.

"Ah, but if you hadn't tried to play a joke on fundamentalists, you wouldn't have
lost your taweez." Ziad couldn't argue with his father's logic. "I admit, I was a bit
surprise that Daesh kept company with people who knew how to bind a Jinn.
Sorcery doesn't fit within their religion or worldview." Majed said, exhaling at his
son.
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"People like them worship power more than anything else," Abir said. Everyone
nodded in agreement. "I've seen it many times before, and I doubt this will be the
last."

"Again, you owe your sister a debt of gratitude," Alitta said. "She heard the spell
being cast, and the tasks being put to you. If not for her, we wouldn't have know
what had happened."

"She was freaking out, man," said Kareem, "she was like, 'Ziad! My brother! What
will we do!'" Serine glared at Kareem and snatched his hose away from him. She
began using both his and her own simultaneously.

"I didn't sound like that," she said sullenly. "But I was worried about you, big
brother. Even though you acted like a dumbass." She handed Kareem his hose
back.

Ziad looked at his family gathered around the table and felt grateful. He smiled
at Serine. "You know," he said, "you're right. I was a dumbass."UJ
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